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Directions:  
     1.  Establish Ground Zero.  Ground Zero is established for the center of the field that you are generating.  
      (I create a small sphere behind my navel (or heart)  and put a few cross hairs in it that meet in the middle and and touch the edges of the sphere. 
Then I create a larger sphere that encompasses my entire body.  I place the same cross hair layout in the larger sphere. Then I align both spheres so the 
larger cross hairs become precise extensions of the smaller cross hairs in all directions, and all meeting in the same point.  For me,  the cross hairs light 
up when they are on target.) 
     2.  Once you're all lined up, you're good to go. 
Look at the code and let it connect with your third eye (code may go fuzzy or out of focus). 
     3.  Say aloud or silently with whole intent: “Activate and Initiate this Pleasure Button Face & Body LIft now”
     4.  Snap your fingers one time
     5.  If you wish to use more than 1 Activation at a time, then repeat steps 3 & 4 for each activation.
     6.  Your activations will max out after 3 uses, separate or combined.
** I have specifically coded this activator for your personal use.  It is your choice to use it for yourself or gift it to another - the name field is left blank for 
this purpose.  
***This Pleasure Button Face & Body Lift activator is coded to rebound when dishonestly duplicated and/or shared.

Directions:
1. Center yourself or establish a Ground Zero. (Ground Zero is established for the center of the field that you are generating.)
2. Once you're all lined up, look at the code and let it connect with your third eye (code may go fuzzy or out of focus).
3. Say aloud or silently with whole intent: “Activate and Initiate this This Pleasure Button Face & Body Lift now” 
4. Snap your fingers one time.
5. This Activation is good for 1 use.

** Rann has specifically coded this activator for your personal use. It is your choice to use it for yourself or gift it to another - the name field 
is left blank for this purpose.
***This Beauty Generator & Amplifier activator is coded to rebound when dishonestly duplicated and/or shared.
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*Rann has specifically coded this activator for your personal use in accordance with this
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